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well, it also delivered a pleasant as well as comfortable ride to passengers and the driver.
Despite its age, the Intrepid has an attractive as well as contemporary. The Intrepid SXT was a
car that was built with strong value and stamina. It also offered faster acceleration performance
and amenities that rival its class of car. The Intrepid was the four-door sedan that was only
manufactured between and Popularity of the Intrepid declined over its year lifespan. Now in ,
Dodge offers consumers vehicles such as the Charger, Challenger, the Journey and more.
While many drivers report crossing the ,mile threshold, other drivers report having their Intrepid
longer. The Dodge Intrepid seems to be a car that has stamina as well as reliability. Check out
some Intrepid owners who note their experiences with their Dodge Intrepid vehicles:. I did not
have any mechanical issues with the car until it reached the , mark. I have always maintained
the normal with the required oil changes, etc. At the , mark, one of the cooling fans quit
working. To my pleasant surprise my Intrepid is reached , miles! The ride is great and the
additional power of the 3. My is much quieter than my base edition, and the ride is exceptional
for a car in this price range. I got it when it was just over , miles and I had it until , It would be
still running today, but a drunk driver hit it and it was totaled. It was a great, reliable car. But it is
important to keep up with oil changes and services. The interior is very comfortable and can
easily fit five people-six uncomfortably. The trunk is huge, which was a great plus. This body
style looks a lot nicer than the old one, all in all I think this is a great car. I bought it with 14,
miles on it and drive it hard. The car is now 10 years old with , miles on it and I have never had
anything on the drive train cause me a problem. The one area that has been a pain is the upper
front sway bar link which has been replaced by me twice in 10 years. I replaced the brakes once
so far but have to replace the front rotors and pads again. I also need to replace the front struts
which is not bad as they are the originals. This car is in Massachusetts with its winters, the car
is terrible in snow, and the worst streets and highways in the country. I would buy this car again
in a heartbeat. As with any vehicle, comes praise as well as problems. Some of the most
common issues that plague and affect the performance of the Dodge Intrepid include:. We take
a look at some of the most common issues with the Dodge Intrepid as told by drivers. All
maintenance records looked good. Eight months and miles later engine goes without warning.
Said they saw something similar in an Intrepid a few weeks ago. Took it to Dodge dealer and
they mentioned it looked like coolant was getting in. They changed the oil and added a dye to
find where my leak was coming from. Two days later I am driving in the Jewel parking lot and
the car quits. I could not restart and I had it towed back to the dealer. After looking at it further,
they say they wouldn't put any more into it. Then while it continued to leak oil but somehow
never need oil I figured, hmmm maybe it's the oil pump or something that had to do with the oil.
Well, it was NOT fine. I had it 1 month, had it towed twice and drove it approx. He said that the
best thing to do was to take it out to the back and shoot it! I looked up problems for this car and
apparently these cars suffer from oil sludge build up, and it will kill your car. Or in this case, my
car. The mileage was around 78, At 80, the oil light started to come on when it was idling. I had
an oil change. I think they used 10W I am now at 83, and 1 week ago the oil light began to flicker
and came back when idling. I know that it needs an oil change. But this [the oil light flickering
etc. According to the owner's manual, it says immediately shut down the engine. I have been
driving it like this for a couple weeks, simply out of necessity. If I'm idle for more than 3
minutes, the light comes on. If I rev the engine just a little it goes away, and then comes back on
after about 30 seconds. The first thing I will do is change the engine oil with synthetic. Next, I'll
look into the oil pump as that has been mentioned in some of these issues. Dodge really should
step up and take credit for this problem. In a few weeks the oil light would flicker when I would
stop at red lights. I took it to my mechanic he changed the oil and put some Lucas treatment in
the engine. The same day it came back on when i would stop and idle. Sometimes it comes on
once in a while. Coolant in the lower engine case. To our surprise this is a common problem.

We were given a price of 6, dollars to replace the engine. Kelly blue book for this car is 3,
Needless to say, we're not fixing it. With only 75, mile we were hoping for two more years from
this car. This is the first car I owned that didn't make it over , miles. The oil was changed at
every miles and I have receipts for that. Car seemed like a dream. Had it checked and checked
again and only the most minor problems were found. Fixed those right up and car drove like a
dream. A few months ago [I had a] minor electrical problem. I drive miles a day 3 days a week.
Thought to myself it was from an oil change I had the previous day and that it would clear up.
Smoke got worse so I pulled over. After a few minutes I took off again. No indication of
overheating. After about 5 minutes the temperature gauge begins to drop so exited highway.
Just as I pulled over the car died. Barely made it off the highway even though car indicated no
problems. Towed 25 miles to my mechanic who told me my cooling system had exploded. After
checking the vehicle delivered the awful news. Engine had three blown cylinders. I cared for this
car like a mom cares for a newborn. Still didn't save me from the 2. Have had excellent
maintenance record, no warning by the mechanics, no red warning light came on. Really, really
upset with he Dodge Company. Will never buy another one. The Dodge Intrepid saw its share of
recalls that ranged from lamp replacements to faulty head protection. In the recall of the head
protection, certain Intrepid vehicles do not comply with the mandates from the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards. Have you had just about enough of your Dodge Intrepid? We
purchase all makes and models, including Dodge Intrepid vehicles! Just click here to obtain a
FREE online offer and be well on your way of no longer having to dodge that Dodge! Take the
time to tell us all about your Dodge Intrepid. Be sure to indicate any damage, if you have the title
and more. The more precise you are, the more accurate your FREE online quote will be! Once
you have your FREE online offer, call us so that we can ask you some additional questions
about your Dodge Intrepid. This ensures that we provide you with the best guaranteed cash
offer possible. Love what you just heard from us? When you agree to your offer, we will make
plans to come to your locaiotn, appraise your Dodge Intrepid and then pay you right then and
there! No price-haggling or frustration! You need not live with that problematic Dodge Intrepid
anymore! Just click here and prepare to sell that car the fast, quick and easy way! Sell to Cash
Cars Buyer, today! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. Cons: Typical
Chrysler product minor annoyances. CarGurus has thousands of nationwide listings and the
tools to find you a great deal. Gas Mileage Was Good Given The Size Of The Car â€” well for
starters the oxygen sencers were shot soo it would spit black smoke when it was flored lol but
over all it had alot of power and it wasent a small car by no means so there alot of room to cary
all the friends around but when we got the sencers fixed it had alot more power and won a few
green light drags but not all. Cons: not good to begin with cuzz its kinda big. Love this car,
underestimated it when we got it but turned out to be a great vehicle. Read More. I like the
performance of this car and I think the look of this car is amazing!! My car is very good on gas
mileage. Ths cost for the maintenance is very acceptable. I love to dr The price was a bit too
high and i will never get the amount out of it if i decided to sell, but when i clean it up it's wort
Dislike this car but if you have one its better then catching the bus. Other then that the car is
just a car that's is to be used to get from point A to point B that's it. Thank You Read More. Its
has quite the kick when you put your foot on the gas. Stops very well with auto stick. They
stopped making parts for this car so it is not really worth keeping. Because of The Intrepid is a
spirited car for its size and is surprisingly efficient. The 3. As long as you don't buy one with the
2. Have you driven a Chrysler Intrepid? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Chrysler
Intrepid reviews reviews. Laurie writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Andrew writes:. Gas
Mileage Was Good Given The Size Of The Car â€” well for starters the oxygen sencers were
shot soo it would spit black smoke when it was flored lol but over all it had alot of power and it
wasent a small car by no means so there alot of room to cary all the friends around but when we
got the sencers fixed it had alot more power and won a few green light drags but not all Pros:
fun car. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3 Chrysler Intrepid reviews. Read all Chrysler
Intrepid reviews. Other Years. Select Year. Yes No Looking for a Used Intrepid in your area? You
can't deny it, the Intrepid is a big car. It looks big, it seats five in relative comfort, yet
surprisingly, it doesn't drive like a large car. And with a choice of three well-equipped modes,
the Intrepid can serve as anything from a stylish family sedan to a bargain sport sedan.
Family-sedan buyers typically want four things in a car: room, style, safety and reliability.
Dodge delivers all of this and more in the Intrepid. Equipped with a huge interior and trunk, and
proving itself dependable over the long haul, the Dodge Intrepid represents an excellent
argument to avoid cookie-cutter Accords and Camrys for a car with personality. With its
cab-forward design and gracefully sweeping lines, the Intrepid is a combination of space
efficiency and attractive looks. Even though this car's design is now five years old, it still looks
fresh. The sporty theme of the Intrepid's exterior is carried through to its cabin with a clean

cockpit-style layout and sweeping dash. The low placement of the stereo and its fussy controls
show that the aged ergonomics leave a bit to be desired, but plenty of room for five adults
makes that a petty annoyance at best. The SE is fitted with a 2. Moving up to the ES brings
antilock brakes now with electronic brake force distribution that apportions maximum braking
power to the wheels with the most grip , foglamps, alloy wheels, power driver seat, keyless
entry and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. Newly optional for the ES is the bigger 3. Step up to
the SXT and you'll get more power ponies from its standard 3. The AutoStick allows
manual-style gearchanging, but it will still shift automatically, if need be, to avoid over-revving
the engine or starting out in a tall gear should the driver forget to change up or down. If interior
space is your number one priority in a sedan, the Intrepid is hard to beat. Rated a large car by
the EPA, Intrepid competes with smaller models in price. Room is ample for five adults, and for
a family of four, this Dodge seems downright cavernous. It's almost limo-like. The popular
mid-priced sedan segment of the market is saturated with excellent cars, but Dodge makes a
strong case for itself. The Intrepid, with its good looks, stable ride and commodious cabin, has
carved a niche for itself on this crowded and scarred battleground. Available styles include SE
4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Dodge Intrepid. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Intrepid lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Dated ergonomics, blind spots when backing up, engine noise when pressed. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A few
functional upgrades take place. The 3. Read more. Write a review See all 86 reviews. Bought car
new in Now has ,km on a never serviced engine except regular oil changes and one set of
platinum spark plugs. But, the engine fault light kept coming on. Noticed that it did so after a
rain or during damp weather. Argued with the dealer who replaced all sensors, on-board
computer, new wiring harness after telling me not to tell him how to do his job. Took Chrysler to
court, won the suit, got all my money back that wasn't covered under the warranty and took car
to independent mechanic who replaced the gasket between the gas tank and the car body and
have had no problems since then. Read less. I currently have , miles and still running fine. No
transmission or engine rebuild yet knock on wood. Guess this car was built on Wednesday at
the factory. Still driving it every day and honestly can't complain. Bought ours used and we
thought we got a great buy. Then the problems started to hit us. Then it kept over heating
anyway. Come to find out, it's the water pump. It is made to leak a tiny amount of water as it
starts to go out. Causing you to over heat. My mechanic said to use 5w synthetic oil only! Other
oils cause build-up in side the motor causing them to blow! After reading all of these reviews
from when people first bought their Intrepid I'd like to hear from anyone that still owns a 2. I
bought mine used with low miles and thought I got a deal. Then the problems started. Water
pump, timing chain, tensioners and on and on. I believe the 2. See all 86 reviews of the Used
Dodge Intrepid. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Intrepid. Sign
Up. It looks big, it seats five in relative comfort, yet surprisingly, it doesn't drive like a large car.
And with a choice of three well-equipped models, the Intrepid can serve as anything from a
stylish family sedan to a bargain sport sedan. My wife bought this car secondhand while we
were engaged. Shortly after, I ended up inheriting it after my car died. I would have never gone
out of my way to buy an Intrepid, as Chryslers have an iffy reputation for resale. Ours must have
been built while the workers were in a good mood, because despite having some odd problems
which stem from wonky workmanship, this car has been an absolute tank that keeps going and
going and going. At K, the 2. At 80 MPH, it passes anything on the highway and climbs hills
without losing any momentum. The AC is incredible, and I like the fact that it uses old-school
knobs that don't require my attention to operate. The ride is old-school big-car comfy, complete
with bench seats and a column shifter. Being a big driver with long legs, I appreciate this
vanishing feature greatly. It's not perfect, as the fit-and-finish on this car is spotty. Overall, it's a

good looking ride and does it's job very well. This ride is a real workhorse. The Bad: Interior
plastics are classic Mopar junk, door handles break easily on these, driver's window track is
broken, CD player skips the car is old , and the transmission has wonky gearing that favors
freeway over city you have to stomp it around town and gas mileage suffers , and the most
insane battery location in the history of cars you have to remove a tire to get to it. Overall:
Maybe ours is a rare gem, but with proper care and feeding, the Intrepid is a decent secondhand
car. I purchased this car a couple years ago at K from a state police auction. It was an unmarked
car. Since then, I have racked up 51K miles and now have K on it, only having to replace tires,
battery and brakes. Fun to drive. The 3. Edmunds and KBB need to include the police version
on their sites as style choices. I owned a Dodge Intrepid for about 9 months. It ran great. No
major problems. I think all we replaced was the battery and we had a slow leak in our tires. One
day my mom and i were driving home and a driver fell asleep and crossed the line and struck
our Intrepid. Completly totaled our car, but it saved our lives. The cops at the scene said if we
had been in a different vehicle we probably wouldn't have made it out. We got roughly mpg and
it rides really smooth. Cons: shape of car makes tricky blind spots, and has long nose. Huge
trunk space and easy handeling. Reccomend this car to anyone! This is my 2nd intrepid, my son
has the 1st one ,an '03 SE 2. Because of '03 reliability, I bought an '04 with low mileage. Have
had 5 months with no problems. I used Mobil 1 and the engine is whisper quiet with K miles no
other oil would produce these results. The new one is a 3. Write a review. See all reviews.
Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Dodge Intrepid and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Intrepid 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Intrepid. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Dodge Intrepid and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Intrepid featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Dodge Intrepid. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Dodge Dodge Intrepid. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Dated ergonomics, blind spots when backing up, engine noise when pressed.
Other years. List Price Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review It looks big, it
seats five in relative comfort, yet surprisingly, it doesn't drive like a large car. Sponsored cars
related to the Intrepid. Most helpful consumer reviews 4 out of 5 stars, Suprisingly Good. People
who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the
Intrepid both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Dodge Intrepid fuel
economy, so it's important to know that the Intrepid gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg to 22 mpg,
depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Intrepid has And then there's safety and

reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Dodge Intrepid is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Intrepid. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Intrepid's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Dodge Intrepid is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Intrepid is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our
expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: SE 4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in
the Dodge Intrepid, the next question is, which Intrepid model is right for you? Intrepid variants
include SE 4dr Sedan 2. What do people think of the Dodge Intrepid? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Dodge Intrepid
and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member
of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which Dodge Intrepids are available in my
area? Can't find a new Dodge Intrepids you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Dodge Intrepid? Check out Dodge lease specials. Sign
Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

